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Online essay writing services are meant for saving time and hassle. Easy-essay.org provides
an integrated solution for those who seek assistance in writing academic essays. So, I was
looking for an essay writing service on the internet and I found easy-essay. I found the site
quite compatible. It has all necessary features to satisfy your needs.

You’ll
find the price at the homepage which will save your time of searching
for prices. Though there is little information about writers, my
overall experience is good with easy-essay. Let me share my entire
experience, it might come handy to you.
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Service Review

You will find the necessary features that easy-essay provides right at the homepage. An
estimated price per page is given so that you get a rough idea about pricing. You have to
select your desired service, page number and deadline and you will be given fixed price and
details when you click on proceed. Easy-essay has many services including essay writing,
research paper, term paper, coursework, thesis paper, case study book report etc. The
quality of the writer is overall good.

They
provide assistance in academic writing in every level. You get 100%
money back if you do not like the service you get. Though there is no
description about the writers, I found my essay quite fine.

Price Review

The
default currency is the US Dollar. They give 21% discount on your
first order. The starting price per page is $10 which is not high
compare to other services. Rather it is very competitive price.
Although, price varies with the type of content. They price they
charged me was pretty competitive as well. They charged me $41 for 4
pages with a 10 days of deadline. I got 21% discount as it was my
first order. You will get some extra features like plagiarism test if
you add some extra money.

You
would like to take this service as the price is not too high. And the
most important thing is, quality matches the price.

Content Quality

The
quality of the content justifies the price. Easy-essay.org has a
separate quality checking department to check the quality once it is
written by a writer. So your paper is revised and checked several
time. I found my essay quite okay. The writer added all the features
I asked him to add. The essay was well written and detailed. He used
all the reference carefully. I didn’t have to make any correction.
And when I submitted it to my professor, she didn’t make any



complain.

Customer Service Review

They
have 24/7 customer service support. Their live chat option is always
live. Though they take some time to reply but you get real people to
solve your problem, not a chatbot. They listened my queries and
provide me solution in accordance with that. So I was pretty happy
with their customer service. I hope you will find it a pleasant
experience as well.

Final Thoughts

The
essay was good. The page is also user friendly. It takes less time to
order any service here. I would give it 7 out of 10. My overall
experience was good and I will definitely take help from online
writing service in future rather than a traditional writing service.

I
found the service quite good and it worth of my money and time. The
quality of the writer is good as well. The price they charged is not
so high in today’s market.

Because of my pleasant experience I would recommend you easy-essay.org as they
are reliable and customer oriented.
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